
Privacy, Identity, Computational Forensics

Lecture 10

Stylometry



administrativa
● web site a little behind (sorry)

● pick exam date (link on web page)

● there will be a study outline for the exam

● need to pick date for project



EXAMPLES



examples

A government employee wrote e-mails to his 
supervisor in which he disparaged her racial heritage. 

After he was terminated for cause, he sued the federal 
government, claiming that his workspace cubicle had 
been open, allowing any of his co-workers to author 
the e-mails on his computer and send them from his 
computer without his knowledge.



examples

A young, healthy man was found dead in his own bed 
by his roommate who notified the police. 

When the autopsy results showed that he died by 
injection, his death was investigated as a potential 
homicide. 

During the investigation, the roommate gave the police 
suicide notes which he found on the home computer. 
These had never been printed or discovered before 
the death.



examples

A civilian intern with a military research laboratory kept an 
electronic journal of her relationship with her supervisor.
 
As her internship came to a close, she claimed that her 
relationship with her supervisor was not mutually consenting 
and that he had raped her. 

When the intern’s work computer was searched, the journal 
was discovered. 

The intern claimed that during the time she had not had 
access to the work computer or the journal, her supervisor had 
edited the journal to agree with his version of the events.



examples
In political writing, as we will see, the identification of 
anonymous authors has recurred as an issue over the past 
three centuries at least. 

In the 1996 American Presidential campaign, author 
identification methods were used to identify the author of an 
anonymous work of “fiction” in the United States (Primary 
Colors), which angered Democratic Party members by its
seeming bias against them. 

The example shows the potential efficacy of author 
identification techniques. By building up a large sample of e-
mails from potential suspects and doing some linguistic 
detective work, the Democrats got their man.



examples

Determining whether a confession is real or not in court can 
literally be a matter of life and death. 

Authorship attribution techniques have been used, for instance 
in the UK (Morgan, 1991; Campbell, 1992), to examine forged 
confessions.



examples

Scholars studying texts, say for instance those of 
Shakespeare, want to be able to attribute texts 
accurately.



other applications

● attribute anonymous E-mail

● attribute chat messages (short, informal)

● attribute news postings

● attribute match.com profiles

● identify plagiarism or work-for-hire



different settings

● 1-vs-few alternatives

● 1-vs-many alternatives

● verify authorship

● determine attributes of author

● put texts in chronological order



author attributes

● if we can't determine identity, determine
● personality

● gender

● sentiment (positive, negative, neutral) ← financial news

● rhetorical style

● origin

● bilingualism

● educational level

● age

● translated from (language)

● translated by...



challenges

● heterogeneity of writing
● authors may write in different styles

● authors may attempt to conceal identity

● authors may imitate styles

● heterogeneity over time
● style evolves over time

● authorship and genre
● authors write differently for different genres of documents



domains
● forensic (police or evidence)

● humanities scholarship

● marketing



TECHNIQUES



author identification

● historical research

● cipher-based decryption

● forensic linguistics

● stylometry

● (physical evidence — not text based)



historical evidence

● Hypothesis: Christopher Marlowe wrote 
Edward III

● it was published in 1596, 3 years after his 
death

● historical content only up to 1588, 5 years 
before his death

● could have been written during his lifetime 
and published posthumously



historical linguistics

● specifically track variations/mentions over 
historical time in...
● spelling

● grammar

● phrases

● names

● events



embedded ciphers

● assumption: authors embed secret 
messages in their texts

● suggested examples
● Coriolanus

● Bible

● Francis Bacon → Shakespeare

● usually not believed



Arnold's memo



STYLOMETRY



stylometry

The quick brown
fox jumped over
the lazy dogs.

The quick brown fox
jumped over the

lazy dogs.
...

0
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
...

source texts

The quick brown
fox jumped over
the lazy dogs.

The quick brown fox
jumped over the

lazy dogs.
...

discriminators

statistical methods
machine learning methods



FEATURES



word or sentence lengths

● distributions of word or sentence lengths

● use histogram or mean, median, ...

● more indicative of genre than author

● may make a good feature for ML to achieve 
genre-independence

● distribution of gaps between words of the 
same # syllables



vocabulary richness

● type/token ratio
● 10000 different words, 100000 word writing → TTR 0.1

● document size dependent

● Simpson's index
● probability that two words chosen at random are the same

(V
r
 number of types that occur r times, N total # tokens)

D=
∑i r r−1V r

N N−1



vocabulary richness
● Yule's K

● assume that each word is Poisson distributed

● entropy of the vocabulary

K=104
∑r r

2V r−N

N 2

H=−100
∑i pi log pi
logN



vocabulary richness
● Honore's R

● uses hapax legomena—words that occur only once

R=
100 log N
1−V 1/V



word ratios
● ratio of frequency of...

● function words relative to each other

● synonym pairs relative to each other (on/upon, while/whilst)

● vocabulary items relative to frequent words



letter-based
● some scripts have variant letters

● count the frequency of those variants

● example in German
● Ae vs Ä, ae vs ä, ss vs ß

● properties
● may be less genre-dependent

● may not be very discriminative



parts-of-speech
● automatically label texts by parts-of-speech

● adjective, noun, verb, etc.

● parts-of-speech ratios...
● may be indicative of genre

● high adjective/verb ratio → folk tale

● low adjective/verb ratio → scientific writing



layout
● whitespace

● paragraph indentation

● spacing after period

● usage of blank lines

● punctuation

● smiley faces



n-grams
● look at the frequencies of sequences of...

● words

● characters

● generalization of word frequencies,
word entropy measures

● large number of n-grams requires careful 
feature selection
● discriminative n-grams

● “local maxima”







DISCRIMINATION



linear discriminants, Bayesian
● Mosteller and Wallace (1964, 1984)

● discriminants
● 30 marker words (upon, whilst, there, on, while, vigor, by, 

consequently, would, voice, ...)

● discrimination
● classic Bayesian inference

● linear discriminant functions



univariate analysis
● Merriam (1993)

● Shakespear's plays, Marlowe's Tamburlaine 
and Edward III

● discriminants
● Taylor's list of 10 function words

● proportional pairs

● discrimination
● z-score

z=
x−




cusum charts
● plot some feature (e.g., sentence length) 

against the moving average

● compare resulting charts visually or 
automatically

● poor accuracy



multivariate analyses



multivariate methods
● correspondence analysis

● two-way contingency table, Chi-squared

● variables assumed to be multivariate normal

● cluster analysis
● given dissimilarity measures, group documents together

● hierarchical, dendrogram, k-means, etc.

● principal components analysis
● map into high dimensional space

● find “main directions of variation”



principal component analysis



cluster analysis



neural networks
● discriminative, supervised learning

● automatic feature selection

● not quite as good as manually constructed 
measures, but “fair”



genetic algorithms
● evolutionary training of algorithm

● presence of 30 marker words

● applied to Federalist papers

● generates set of decision rules

● reduced 30 markers down to 8

● similar to decision trees?



syntactic annotation
● uses PCA for discrimination

● distinguished by features
● syntactically annotated corpus

● occurrence of syntactic rewrite rules

● also: vocabulary richness, frequent words



compression-based methods
● compression and classification are (roughly) 

equivalent

● if two texts are related, then compressing 
one given the other should take less space 
than compressing each separately



VALIDITY



problem
● dozens of commonly used measures and 

features

● noisy, different results

● approach (?)
● pick a measure at random

● if it agrees with desired conclusions, stop and publish

● repeat if not



solution
● attempt to perform control experiments

● randomize the author labels
● do you still get clusters?

● perform cross validation during training



ATTACKS



attacks
● two kinds of attacks

● obfuscation — try to hide identity

● imitation — try to pretend to be someone else

● attack types
● human attempts to imitate/obfuscate

● machine transforms text automatically

● machine assists human in transformation



manual attack
● Brennan & Greenstadt (2009)

● obfuscation: “hide your identity/style”

● imitation: “imitate this author”

● 15 authors, 5000 word samples
● non-experts, not linguists

● genres: essays, work reports, etc.

● evaluate using...
● standard feature-based method + Chi-squared

● neural-network based methods

● synonym-based classifier











assisted obfuscation
● Kacmarcik & Gamon (2006)

● idea
● attribution often relies on idiosyncratic features (synonyms, 

spelling variations, errors, formatting, etc.)

● run stylometric analysis

● “open up” the results and tell the user which features/words 
revealed his identity

● feature selection: decision trees

● discriminator: SVM



obfuscation







unmasking
● Koppel & Schler (2004)

● assume active obfuscation using strongest 
features

● actively remove strongest features, then use 
remaining features to classify



assisted obfuscation
● it can defeat common stylometric 

techniques

● countermeasures are possible



E-MAIL AUTHORSHIP



identifying e-mail authors
● de Vel et al. 2001

● text has different characteristics
● shorter than literary documents

● composition style differs

● dialog, not published writing

● style varies depending on recipient (including imitation)

● dataset
● three authors, 156 documents, 12000 words per author

● HTML and quote removal

● classifier: SVM



identifying e-mail authors



results, e-mail



C-CODE AUTHORSHIP



program code authorship
● Krsul (1994)

● motivation
● resolve code authorship disputes

● detect plagiarism

● guard against copyright violations in commercial code

● detect system intrusions by finding foreign code



program features (PASCAL)
● prior work (Cook & Oman 1989)

● but sensitive to beautifiers etc.



program features



plagiarism vs authorship



software metrics used
● programming layout metrics

● indentation

● brace placement

● preprocessor usage

● ...

● programming structure metrics
● percentage of int, void, etc. function definitions

● presence of debugging-related features, assertions

● variables / lines of code

● lines of code / function

● ...



training and results
● linear discriminant analysis

● heuristic feature selection



SOFTWARE PLAGIARISM



program plagiarism detection
● Chen et al. 2003

● approach
● define a dissimilarity measure as

● uses specially constructed compressor
● compression uses syntactic tokens
● compression allows for approximate matches

d x , y≈1−
C x−C x∣y

C xy









compression vs statistical
● compression-based and statistical methods 

are equivalent
● good statistical measure → build good compressor

● good compressor → good statistical measure 
● (via construct in this paper)

● possibly useful still
● compression methods can be done heuristically and rule-

based, no knowledge of statistics required

● compression methods are easy to combine, just pick smallest



AUTHOR GENDER



chat mining for gender prediction
● Kucukyilmaz et al.

● Turkish chat messages, Heaven BBS

● 1500 users, 50k words, 250k messages

● binary / ordinal features

● messages classified in bulk (not individually)

● dataset is resampled to get 50% M/F







gender prediction
● Koppel et al. (2003)

● balanced dataset of British English published writings

● features
● 405 function words

● parts-of-speech n-grams (500 triples, 100 pairs, all unigrams)

● vector of length 1081

● learning method: exponential gradient
● easily deal with large numbers of features

● implicitly performs feature selection





chat mining for gender prediction
● classifiers

● k-NN (cosine similarity), naïve Bayesian, covering rules, back 
propagation

● 10-fold cross-validation



SENTIMENT ANALYSIS



important applications
● questions

● what are people saying about our product?

● what are people saying about me?

● what are people saying about our company?

● approaches
● score attitudes directly

● identify and summarize sentences expressing attitudes



mining and summarizing review
● Hu & Liu
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